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To begin, we consider the following example. Fix a value e E (0, l/2). Let 
g be the piecewise linear map shown in Fig. 1, where A is chosen so that 
l/2 is a super stable periodic point of period 3,1> l/2, and g(n) < l/2 (it 
is known [2, 3, 25, 261 that, given an e, such a II exists). 
Thus, under iteration of the map g, l/2 is first sent to the right of l/2, 
then to the left of l/2 and finally back to l/2, i.e., the kneading sequence 
for the map g is RLC. Let B’ be the basin of attraction for this stable three 
period, i.e., the orbit of any point in g converges to the orbit of this stable 
three period. Let % be the boundary of 9?. In this paper we show the 
following: 
(1) the Hausdorff dimension of G9 is 
WWW4~ 
where cp denotes the golden mean (1+ sqrt(5))/2, and 
(2) the measure of %’ in its dimension is finite and positive. 
This example is one of many that are dealt with in this paper. We next give 
a brief overview of this paper. 
For e E (0, l/2) define the map f, as 
if O<x<e 
if e<x<l-e 
if 1-e<x<l. 
The purpose of this paper is to extablish rigorous results concerning the 
Hausdorff dimension and measure of the boundary of the basin of attrac- 
tion of the stable orbit for a map 2, f, (this boundary is an invariant 
repeller), where P is an MSS sequence and the kneading sequence for the 
map 1, f, is P. An algorithm is given that, for a given MSS sequence P and 
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FIG. 1. Graph of g. 
e E (0, l/2), defines a graph directed construction [ 131 such that the object 
constructed is precisely the boundary of the basin of attraction for the 
stable orbit of the map I, f,. Results of Mauldin and Williams [ 133 are 
then used to calculate the Hausdorff dimension of the boundary of the 
basin of attraction for the stable orbit when P is of the form R, RLR, 
or RL”. The appearance of the simple p-numbers, as discussed by 
W. Parry [16] is seen. For convenience we will refer to these numbers as 
the simple r-numbers. We also see the appearance of Fibonacci type 
sequences. 
Section 1 is a brief introduction to the theory of MSS sequences. In 
Section 2 we give the above mentioned algorithm and lastly in Section 3 
we calculate the Hausdorff dimension for the above mentioned MSS 
sequences. 
Before beginning Section 1, a few comments are in order. Literature 
exists concerning the Hausdorff dimension of repellers [l, 8, 19, 231. For 
the one-parameter family If@, A E [0, 11, we are able, by applying the 
technique of graph directed constructions, to compute the Hausdorff 
dimension and to determine whether the corresponding measure is finite 
and positive or infinite for a variety of invariant repellers. In trying to 
generalize our results to a broader class of maps we find at least two 
problems. First, using maps which are not necessarily similarity maps one 
might be able to define a graph directed construction so that the object 
constructed is the desired basin boundary. However, the results of Mauldin 
and Williams concerning the Hausdorff dimension of the construction 
object would no longer apply since similarity maps would not be used. 
Second, the choice of nonoverlapping intervals which satisfy the 
requirements for a graph directed construction does not seem to be 
straightforward. 
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1 
In 1973 Metropolis, Stein, and Stein (MSS) [14] developed a universal 
theory for a certain class of maps of [0, l] into itself. A map f: [0, l] -+ 
[0, l] is said to be a unimodal map if f is continuous, f(0) =f( 1) = 0, 
f(l/Z) = 1, f is nondecreasing on [0, l/2], and nonincreasing on [l/2, 11. 
One can form a one-parameter family of maps from a given unimodal map 
f by setting 
fdx) = Af(xh AC [O, 11. 
MSS formed finite sequences of R’s and L’s by fixing a unimodal mapfand 
considering the interates of the maps lf at i/2 for 1 E [O, 11. More 
precisely, if for some 1 E L-0, 11 the point l/2 is a periodic point of Af of 
period n, then MSS formed a sequence b, b, . . b, _ i by setting 
if (Af )j (l/2) > l/2 
if (J,f)j(1/2)<1/2. 
For convenience Z will set b, = C, since (If )” (l/2) = l/2. Finite sequences 
of R’s and L’s obtained in this manner are called MSS sequences. MSS 
note that the MSS sequences appear in a certain order and they give an 
explicit algorithm independent of f for constructing these sequences in 
order. 
We next wish to discuss shift maximal sequences and relate these to MSS 
sequences. Collet and Eckman [4] define shift maximal sequences. Briefly, 
a sequence w  of symbols L, R, C is said to be admissible if w  is an infinite 
sequence of L’s and R’s or if w  is a finite (or empty) sequence of L’s and 
R’s followed by a C. Such sequences will be referred to as words. The 
parity-lexicographical order is put on the set of admissible words. This 
order is defined as follows. Set L < C < R. Let w  = { wi} and u = {vi > be 
two distinct admissible words. Let k be the first index where they differ. If 
they differ in the first position, i.e., k = 1, then w  < u iff w1 < ur. Assume 
k>l. If w~...w~-~=u~...u~-, has an even number of R’s, i.e., has even 
parity, then w  < u iff wk < uk. If there are an odd number of R’s, then 
w  < u iff uk < wk. A word is shift maximal if it is greater than or equal to all 
of its right shifts. For example, RLLRC is shift maximal, where as LLLC 
is not. 
L.-C. Sun and G. Helmberg [22] expand the set of admissible words to 
include all finite sequences of R’s and L’s, and they extend the parity- 
lexicographical order as follows. If w  and u are admissible words such that 
there is a k>l with w=wl...wkwk+i.-. and u=wl+..wk, then w>u if 
the parity of u is odd, otherwise u > w. A finite sequence of R’s and L’s, w  
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is called shift maximal in the extended parity-lexicographical order if w  is 
greater than or equal to all of its right shifts. 
To relate MSS sequences to shift maximal sequences some notation is 
needed. Let f be a map of [0, l] into itself. Then the itinerary of a point 
x E [0, 1) is a finite or infinite sequence 
of R’s, L’s, or Cs, where Ii= R iff’(x) > l/2, Ii= 15 iff’(x) -=z l/2, and Ii= C 
if f’(x) = l/2. The sequence stops after the first C. Thus, if f is unimodal, 
A E [0, 11, and l/2 is a periodic point for the map Af, then Z”fc1) is an MSS 
sequence. The next lemma and theorem, which are taken from Beyer, 
Mauldin, and Stein (BMS) [2], show that every MSS sequence is shift 
maximal. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let f: [0, l] -+ [IO, l] be unimodul and A E (0, 1). If 
Z”fc.u) < Zif(y), in the parity-lexicographical order, and x, y E [0, 11, then 
x < 4’. 
Proof. Assume the implication is false. For each u, u in [0, 11, with 
zqu) <F(u) 
and 
let d(u, a) be the first integer where ZjJ(u) and r”‘(u) differ. Choose 
x, y E [0, l] such that i = d(x, y) is smallest. 
Case 1. Suppose i= 0. Then Z,(x) = L or C and Z,(y) = R or Z,(x) = L 
and Z,,(y) = C or R. In either case x <y. 
Case 2. Suppose i> 0 and 
Z,(x) = Z,(y) = L. 
Then 
since the parity is not changed by dropping the initial L, Now 
f( x ) < f( Y )> 
since d(x, y) is minimal. Thus x < y, since x, JJ < l/2 andfis non&creasing 
on [0, l/2]. 
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Case 3. Suppose i> 0 and 
Z,(x) = Zo( y) = R. 
The argument is similar to Case 2. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let f: [0, l] + [O, 1] be unimodal. For any 1 E (0, I), 
IAf(A) is shift maximal. In particular, an MSS sequence is shift maximal. 
Proof: For allj>O and XE [O, I], 
(Af)’ (x) < A. 
Suppose IAY(/(n) is not shift maximal. Then there exists some j> 0 such that 
zqn, < Z”/((Af) (A)). 
Then, by Lemma 1.1, 
A< (V)’ (n), 
which is a contradiction. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
It is known [2, 11, 25,261 that if P is an MSS sequence, then there is a 
unique 1, E [0, I] so that lip’$AP) = P. 
2 
Throughout the remainder of the paper it is assumed that e is fixed in 
(0, l/2). For each MSS sequence P let dP be the scalar in [0, l] such that 
Z”PfQ,) = P. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let P be an MSS sequence of length n. Let oP(1/2) 
denote the orbit of l/2 under the map n,f,. Note that l/2 is a stable 
periodic point of 2, f, of period n. Set 
BP = (x E [O, l] ( o(x) = I?$( l/2)}. 
(Here w(x) is the o-limit set of x, see Walters [24, p. 1231.) Then, .%JP is 
the basin of attraction of the stable orbit for the map n,f,. Set, wP = a(gP) 
(the boundary of gP). 
Remark 2.2. Let P be an MSS sequence. Then xsBP iff there exists 
some qE N so that (n,f,)” (x) = l/2. Also note that qP is an invariant 
repelling set, and that %‘P = [0, l]\gP. 
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We next give a brief introduction to graph directed constructions. 
Mauldin and Williams [13] introduce the idea of geometric constructions 
in R” that are determined by a directed graph G and by similarity ratios 
that are labeled with the edges of this graph. Results of Moran [ 15, 181 are 
obtained from a specific type of graph directed construction. Thus the 
results of Mauldin and Williams are more general than those of Moran. 
For each graph directed construction G there is a number a that is the 
Hausdorff dimension of the construction object. The Hausdorff measure of 
the construction object in its dimension a is always positive and a-finite. 
The order structure of the strongly connected components of G determines 
whether the object has finite measure in its dimension. 
The remainder of this introduction is taken from Mauldin and Williams 
[13]. Assume that G c (1, . . . . n}’ is a directed graph. For each subgraph H 
of G, let V(H) be the vertex set of H. The following notation is established. 
Set G( 1) = { 1, . . . . n}, and for each integer m k 2 set 
G(m)= {a~ (1, . . . . n}ml (o(j),.(j+l))EG,j=l,...m-1). 
Also, set 
G* = fi G(m) 
??I=1 
and 
G” = {a~ (1, . . . . n}” 1 (o(j), o(j+ l))~G,i= 1,2, 3, . ..}. 
The length of CT E G* is denoted by 1~1, 
H c G is a cycle means H is a directed graph such that for some (T E G*, 
which is a closed path passing into every vertex exactly once, it is true that 
every edge of (r is an edge of H. A directed graph H c G is said to be 
strongly connected provided that whenever each of x and y is a vertex of 
H, then there is a directed path from x to y. For a graph G, a strongly 
connected component of G is a maximal subgraph H of G such that H is 
strongly connected. A path component of G rooted at a vertex i consists of 
all vertices j such that there is a directed path from i to i. To say that a 
path component is a cycle means that the subgraph of G over that compo- 
nent is a cycle. If a path component is a cycle H, then H is a strongly 
connected component of G. 
A geometric graph directed construction in R” consists of 
(1) a finite sequence of nonoverlapping compact subsets of 
R”: J,, . . . . J, such that each Ji has a nonempty interior; 
(2) a directed graph G with vertex set consisting of the integers 
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1 , . . . . n and similarity maps Ti,j of R”, where (i, j) E G, with similarity ratios 
ti,j such that 
(a) for each i, 1~ i < n, there is some j such that (i, j) E G, 
(b) for each i, { T,j(Jj) 1 (i, j)e G) is a nonoverlapping family, and 
U {T,jCJj) I (iyAEGI CJi, 
and 
(c) if the path component of G rooted at the vertex i, is a cycle, 
[iI, . . . . i,, i,, , = iI], then 
For each LEG* with (cr( =q32, set 
and 
Jo = TAJ,,,,). 
The construction matrix A = A, associated with a graph directed construc- 
tion is the n x n matrix defined by 
where we make the convention that ti, j = 0 if (i, j) is not in G. For each 
/3 2 0, let A, = A,, be the n x n matrix given by ap;i,i = tfj. Also, let d(b) 
be the spectral radius of A,. According to the Frobenius-Perron theorem, 
q4( 8) is the largest nonnegative eigenvalue of A,. An n x n matrix A, is 
irreducible iff its directed graph G is strongly connected. 
Each geometric construction determines a compact subset K of R”. This 
set, which is called the construction object, is pieced together by following 
the graph G and applying the maps coded by the edges to the corre- 
sponding sets. The construction object K can be expressed as 
Let SC(G) be the set of all strongly connected components of G. Each 
H in SC(G) defines a graph directed subconstruction. This subconstruction 
is based upon the sets Ji such that ie V(H), has directed graph H, and the 
similarity maps are those from the original construction. For each 
HE SC(G), let czH be the number /I such that q5( 8) = 1. Partially order 
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SC(G) by stating that H, d H, provided there is a path y = {g,, . . . . gk} E G* 
such that g, E H, and g, E H,. Listed below are two main theorems from 
Mauldin and Williams. 
THEOREM 2.3. For each graph directed construction such that G itself is 
strongly connected, the Hausdorff dimension of K, the construction object, is 
CI, where $(a) = 1. Moreover, the Hausdorff measure of K in its dimension Q 
is positive and finite. 
THEOREM 2.4. For each graph directed construction, u = max{mH I HE 
SC(G)) is the Hausdorff dimension of the construction object K and K has 
positive o-finite Hausdorff measure in its dimension. Further, the measure of 
K is finite ff no two distinct elements of {HE SC(G) 1 an= a} are 
comparable in the partial order on SC(G). 
This completes the introduction to graph directed constructions. 
Let P = P, P, . . I P, ~, C be an MSS sequence with n > 1. Throughout the 
rest of Section 2, P is fixed and n stands for the length of P. We assume 
that n > 1 since @= = (0, 1 }, Let AP be such that ZLPh(AP) = P. For con- 
venience, set A,, f, = f (since both e and P are fixed), and for x E [0, I] let 
Z(x) = Z,(x), Z,(x), Z,(x) . . denote If(x). In what follows a graph directed 
construction is defined so that the construction object is precisely VP. For 
our purposes it will be convenient to index the vertex set with elements 
from {R, L}“. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Set 
f;'(x)=(el~p)x and f R’(x) = 1 - (e/1,)x, 
for x E [0, I]. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let x, y E [0, l] with x < y. Then Z(x) d Z(y). 
Proof. Suppose that Z(x) > Z(y). Then, by Lemma 1.1, x > y, This is a 
contradiction. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Let A = {ai)+] E {R, L) N. Set, 
yk(A)= {ai)i>k+l, for k=O, 1,2,3, . . . . 
DEFINITION 2.8. Set 
P, = 
P,P,.,.P,-,R, if P is odd 
P,Pz...P,-,L, if P is even. 
Note that (P,)” <P. 
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LEMMA 2.9. Let A= jai}irl~ {R,L}Nbesuch that Yj(A)<(P,)“for 
all j> 0. Then there is some x in CO, l] so that Z(x) = A. 
Proof: Set 
and 
L,=(xE[OJ]JZ(X)<A}. 
To produce an x in [0, l] such that Z(x) = A, it suflices to show that R, 
and L, are open. 
Let PER, and set Z(y)=Z,Z,Z,.-.. Let m=min{iENI Zi#ai}. If 
Z, # C, then (using continuity) there is some open interval U containing y 
such that U c R, . So assume Z, = C. Then Z(y) > A implies 
i 
L, if m=l 
a,= L, if m>landa,.--a,,_,iseven (*) 
R if m>landa,...a,-,isodd. 
Let d 1 be an open interval around y so that if z E .4 1 then Z(z) takes one 
of the following forms: 
or 
a=a,...a,-,C, 
B=a, . ..a._,RP,P,...P,_,C, 
where if m = 1 it is understood that a, . . . a,,- 1 is the empty sequence. By 
assumption akak + 1 . . . <(P,)“<Pfor k>2. Let zEd,. Then, 
A = u, . ..a.-,a,a,+,a,+,... 
I , even 
a=a,.-.a,-,C 
B=al . ..a.-,RP,P,...P,-,C 
y=a,...a,_,LP,P,...P,~,C. 
Recalling (*) we have that Z(z) > A and therefore d, c R,. Thus R, is 
open. One can similarly show that L, is open. Thus there is some 
x E [0, l] so that Z(x) = A. 
Remark 2.10. If XE%?~, then Z(X)E {R, LjN. Also (using Lemma l.l), if 
YE [0, I], then Z(f’(y))<P=Z(;I.) for all j>O. 
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DEFINITION 2.11. Let VP= {a=cr, . ..u.E {R, LJ” 1 if in {2,3, . . . . n], 
then aiai+,...a,,<P or c(pi+, . ..a.= P,P2...P,-,+,}. Define a directed 
graph G, on V, as follows: 
Let f2=tll ...unrb=/?,~~~~nEvp, not necessarily distinct, then (a, b) E 
G, (i.e., there is a directed edge from a to b) iff 
(1) ai=flj-, for 2<jjn,and 
(2) b<P. 
(**I 
LEMMA 2.12. Zj” a E V,, then there is some bE V, so that (a, b) E G,. 
Proof Let a = a, . . . IX,, E V,. There are two cases. 
Case 1. Assume that o(] = P,- , for j= 2, 3, . . . . n. Thus, CI~C(~ .. (x, = 
P, . ..P.-,. Set 13,=01,+, for ldj<n-1, i.e., P,P2...B,,~,=u2U3...U,. 
Set 
if P is odd 
if P is even, 
Then, b = /I, flz . . /In = P, P2.. . P,,- ,/I,, is shift maximal in the extended 
parity-lexicographical order, and therefore b E V,. Also, b < P by the 
definition of /I,. Thus (**) holds and (a, b) E G,. 
Case 2. Assume there is some jE (2, 3, . . . . n} such that o(, # Pip,, i.e., 
CQ...CI,#P~...P,-,. Set B,=cz,+, for l<jdn-1. Then, since aeVp, 
regardless of whether /!I,, is an L or an R it will be true that b = fll , . . /?, < P 
and therefore (**) will hold. We need to define p,, so that b E V,. If n = 2, 
set /I,, = L. One can easily check that b E V, and therefore that (a, b) E G,. 
So assume that n > 3. There are two cases. 
Case 2a. Assume that ~l~...a,,fP,...P,~~+, foreachjE(3,...,n}.Set 
fl,, = L. Then a E V, implies that b = p I . . B, E V, and therefore (a, b) E G,. 
Case 2b. Assume there is some jG (3, . . . . n} so that 0~~. ~1, = 
pI...p,-j+]. Let j, be the least such j. Then, u,~. . ~1, = P, . . . P, _ j,, + , . Set 
/?,,=Pn-jO+2. Then, for 3~j<j,,aj...u,#P,...P,~i+, and therefore, 
since aEVp,P,-,...Pn-,Bn=aj...a,Pn<P. Note that p,<Por p”=P,, 
and that fljO- 1 . ..Bn-18.1=Dljo~,‘.-tL,P,,=P,,‘-P,~io+lPn~.,,+2. Lastly if 
j,< j<n, then 
PI"'P,-jo+l".Pn~jo+lPn--jo+2 
=uiO...cri-..a,P,,_ to+29 
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Thus ajpl...pn<P or Bj-l...pn=P1...P,_j+z (since P is shift maxi- 
mal). Hence, b E V, and therefore (a, b) E G,. This completes the proof of 
Lemma 2.12. 
Again, my goal is to give a graph directed construction for FP. In the 
next definition some notation is set that is analogous to that set in the 
introduction of Section 2. 
DEFINITION 2.13. Set GP( 1) = V, and for each integer k > 2 set 
G,(k) = (hr ~2, . ..> S~)E Vg ( (.si,si+,)~Gpfor i= 1,2, . . . . k- l}. 
Also, set 
G;= fi G,(k) 
k=l 
and 
DEFINITION 2.14. For each C= (s~)~,,EG;, where s~=s~,,...s~,~, set 
~(~)=~l.l~l,z . . ’ Sl.nS2,nS3,nS4,nS5,n ’ ’ ’ ; 
so Z(o) E {R, L}? 
LEMMA 2.15. Let o= {s,}~~~EG,“. Then 9”(Z(a))<Pfor all k>O. 
Proof Express Z(g) as Z(a) = {i,}, >, . Then, by Definition 2.14, 
~,=(i~...i,+,-~) for j>2. 
Now (sj, sj+ ,) E G, for all j> 1 implies that sj+ r <P for all j> 1. Thus 
Yk(Z(a)) < P for all k > 0. 
Remark 2.16. (1) Notice that Lemma 2.9 and Lemma 2.15 imply that 
for each 0 E CT there is some x, E [0, l] such that Z(x,) = Z(C) (note that 
if Q is shift maximal and Q < P, then Q < (P, )“). 
(2) In particular, if a = tl, .. . CI,, E Vp then there is some x, E %?P so 
that Zj(x)=orj+, forj=O, 1, . . . . n- 1. 
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(3) Also note that if b=fl,...p,E{R, L}“\V,, then (using the 
definition of I/, and the second part of Remark 2.10) there does not exist 
a YE [0, 11 so that Ij(y)=pj+l forj=O, 1, . . . . n- 1. 
DEFINITION 2.17. Set &J, = {x E [O, l] ) there is an open interval d, 
containing x such that if y E A, then S”(y) =f”(x) E 0( l/2)}. 
Remark 2.18. First ant [O, l]\gP. Also, [0, l]\Bn is composed of 
finitely many pairwise disjoint nondegenerate closed intervals. By 
considering the graphs off, f2, . . . . f one finds that if X, YE [O, l]\gn are 
in the same closed interval, then Z,(x) = Zi( v) for i = 0, 1, . . . . n - 1. Thus 
(recall Remark 2.16) the pairwise disjoint intervals that make up [O, l]\gH 
can be indexed by the elements of V,. 
DEFINITION 2.19. For each a=c(] ..+a,,~ V, set J,= {XE [0, l]\ 
gn I z,(x)=aj+l for j=O, 1, . . . . n- 1). Then {Jo ( UE V,) is a set of 
pairwise disjoint closed intervals such that UaE VP J, = [0, l]\g,,. 
DEFINITION 2.20. For each (a, b)E Gp, where a=a, .--an, set 
if a,=L 
if al=R, 
for XE J,,. 
LEMMA 2.12. Let (a, 6) E G, and x E J,,. Then x < 1,. 
ProoJ First, (a, b) E G, implies that b < P. Thus I(x) < P = Z(I,). Now 
Lemma 1.1 implies that x < JUP. 
LEMMA 2.22. Let (a, b) E Gp. Then Ta,h: Jh + J,. 
ProojI Let 8, ... b,, = b and a1 . . a, = a. It suffices, using Definition 2.11 
and Definition 2.20, to show that To,6 maps the interior of J, into 
[0, l]\g,;,. Let x be in the interior of Jb. 
Case 1. Assume that a, = L. We have that 06 Ta,b(x)=f~‘(~) < e, 
since x < I,. Thus, f( Ta,b(~)) = x. If T&-x) E .gH, then there is an open 
interval d, containing Ta,b(~) so that A, c Tusb(Jb), and so that if y E A, 
then f,b) =s”(T,&)) 6 ~(1/2). However, f”(To,&)) =f”-‘(f(Ta&))) 
=f”- l(x). Now, fL(Al) is an open interval containing x such that 
fL(Al)cJb. Let z~f~(A~). Then f”~l(z)=f”(f~l(~))=f”(TU,~(,~))= 
f”- ‘(x) E 0( l/2). Thus x E gn. This is a contradiction. 
Case 2. Assume that al = R. The argument is similar to Case 1. 
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LEMMA 2.23. Let aE VP. Then { Ta,b(Jb) 1 (a, b)eGp} is a nonouer- 
lapping family. 
Proof: This follows immediately from Lemma 2.22, Definition 2.19, and 
Definition 2.20. 
DEFINITION 2.24. The above work establishes that V,, G,, and 
lT,,b I (ayb)EGpj d e me a graph directed construction. Set f 
Recall the definitions of J, and T, given in the introduction. 
THEOREM 2.25. K= VP. 
Proof: For convenience, if z = (t,}ia i E Vp”, then 71, = tl ... t, for 
ma 1. 
For each k E K, let (TV E Gp” be such that for all m > 1, k E J,,, (for m = 1 
set JOI, = Jccl ,). For each k E K and m > 2, 
For each k E K and m $2 let z,,+ E Joke,,,, be such that 
k = Tok(l ),ok(z) o . . . o Tm-  ~~,opn#n,d~ (2) 
Set z~,~= k for all k E K. Thus for each k E K, 
zm,k = T; :m- l).o&j” ” ’ ’ T;:l),okk(2)(k) (3) 
for m > 2. Now, z,,k E J,,,,,,,, (2), and Lemma 2.21 imply that z,,k < A, for 
all kEKand m>2. 
Claim 1. Let kE K. Then z,,k = f “-l(k) for all m 2 1 (f” is by detini- 
tion the identity map). 
Proof of Claim 1. Induct on m. Claim 1 holds for m = 1. Assume 
Claim 1 holds for all q <m and consider m + 1. By definition, 
Z m+l.k= T~f,,,.~(,+l)oT~fm-l),~k(m)o “’ oT,-,:l,,.,(2,(k). 
Thus, 
T ~t(m).m(m + 1) (Z,+I,k)=Z,,k=fm~l(k). 
Recall that z, + r,k < Ap. 
(4) 
(5) 
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Case 1. Assume that Tok,m,,rrttm+ l)=fil. Then 
f~‘(Z,+I,k)=Z,,k=fm--I(k) 
implies that f”‘-‘(k) < e. Thus z,, l,k =f”(k). 
Case 2. Assume that T,k(m,.ak(m + ,) = f; ‘. The argument is similar to 
Case 1. Thus the proof of Claim 1 is complete. 
Claim 2. Kc Wp. 
Proof of Claim 2. Suppose there is a kE K and m E N so that 
f”(k) = A,, i.e., k $ VP. Then Claim 1 implies 
~~=fm+n(k)=zm+n+,,~=T~~:,+n~.~k,m+n+~~(zm+n,~) 
= T,:,+.,,,,,,+.+,,(f”+“~‘(k)) 
= T~:m+n),o~(m+n+l)(l/2)=1Pl(2e). (6) 
This is a contradiction. Thus Claim 2 holds. 
Claim 3. gp c K. 
Proof of Claim 3. For each xfWP form (T,E V,” as follows: 
form>1 seto,(m)=a,,,,wherefm-‘(x)EJ,~,~, (7) 
and 
ax= {dm)>Z=,. (8) 
Fix xeVP. 
Subclaim 3a. For each m > 1, (am..xt a,+dE% and f”-‘(x)= 
T 4n.x. o,+,,,(f"(x)). 
Proof of Subclaim 3a. Fix m 2 1. Then x E %ZP implies that f” ~ ‘(x) is 
either fL’(f”(x)) or fi’(f”(x)). Note that a,+,,,< P for m>,l, since 
f”(x)<i,. Express a,,,., as a,+,+,=clIcr, . ..a.. Set, 
a= 
1 
La,...u,-,, if f”-’ (x)=f,-‘(f”(x)) 
Ral...a,-l, if f”-‘(x) = f;‘(f”(x)). 
Then a,+l,.r<P and a,+l..y E I/, imply that UE I/, and (a,a,+,..)EGp. 
Thus, 
f”-‘(x)= T,,Om+,,,(frn(x)) with f”-‘(x) E J,. (9) 
Recalling that f m - ‘(x) E J,,, ‘: and that {.I, 1 a E VP} is a pairwise disjoint 
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collection of sets, we have that a= a, X. Thus, (am,x, Q,, i,x)~ G,. 
Moreover, see (9), 
f”-‘(x) = T a,,,, %,,,,,(f”(X)). 
This completes the proof of Subclaim 3a. 
Subclaim 3b. LT, E Gp. 
Proof of Subcluim 3b. This follows immediately from Subclaim 3a. 
Subclaim 3c. For all m 2 1, x E JDX,,,, and therefore x E K. 
Proof of Subclaim 3c. First suppose that m > 1. Then 
with 
f”-‘(x) E Jam,,. (10) 
By repeated use of Subclaim 3a (the second part) we have 
T o,,xoz,.x(f x)) = x E Jax,m. 
Lastly if m = 1, then a,(l) = a,,, with x E Ja,.,. This completes the proof 
of Subclaim 3c. 
Subclaims 3a, 3b, and 3c prove Claim 3. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 2.25. 
3 
In the examples below, exact values for the Hausdorff dimension of gP 
are given for P of the form RC, RLRC, and RL”C. In general, the directed 
graph GP associated with an MSS sequence P will not be strongly 
connected. For each of the examples below the directed graph G, is not 
strongly connected. As seen in Theorem 2.4, if G, is not strongly connected 
then the measure of WP in its dimension is finite or infinite depending on 
the order structure of the strongly connected components of G,. Examples 
are given where the measure is finite and where the measure is infinite. 
H-dim(WP) denotes the Hausdorff dimension of qP. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let P= RC. Then G, is a directed graph on four vertices 
with two comparable strongly connected components each with exactly one 
vertex. Thus H-dim(WP)=O, and the measure of WP in its dimension is 
infinite and a-finite. Hence %$ is countable. (See Fig. 2.) 
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FIG. 2. Directed graph for RC. 
Remark 3.1. Let P = RC. Observe that (,?,/e)/( 1 + n,/e) is the unstable 
fixed point of n,f,. If XE%,, then exactly one of the following hold: 
(1) x=0, 
(2) x= 1, 
(3) there exists n E N such that 
(ApfeYYx) = (~de)/(l + rip/e). 
To see this consider G,. If x E %7,,, then (according to GP) Zip&(x) is even- 
tually R” or eventually L”. We consider two cases. 
Case 1. Suppose that YE [0, 11, I E (1 -e, 11, and there exists kyE N 
such that Z,%(y) = L for j> k,. Set z = (Jfe)ky(y). Then IAh = L”. Thus 
z = 0, since 1/e > 1 and (;lf,)‘(z) = (n/e)j z for j > 1. Hence y = 0 or y = 1. 
Case 2. Suppose that YE [0, 11, A E [A,, 11, and there exists k,,E N 
such that Zjh(y)= R for ja k,,. Set z= (Itf,)ky(y). Then Z”&(z)= R”, and 
therefore 
(;lf )j(z) = (Ue) + (-Ve)‘Cz + (Ve)(z - I)1 
P 
1 + nJe 
forj>l.Hencez=(1/e)/(l+I/ ), e since otherwise there is some m E N such 
that (J..e)“(z) > 1. 
Thus, again, we see that qP is countable. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let P = RLRC, the first harmonic (see [ 141) of RC. Then 
G, has three strongly connected components and Kdim((e,) = 0, with its 
measure infinite and o-finite. Again VP is countable. (See Fig. 3.) 
DEFINITION 3.2. For each n > 1 define 
g,(x) = 1 +x+x2 + . . . + Y - xn+ l. 
Then 
(x- l)g,(x)=2x”+1-x”+2- 1, n>, 1. 
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LLLR / _ RLLR 
/ LRRL / 1 / // 
FIG. 3. Directed graph for RLRC. 
Let r,, be the unique root of 2x”+ r - xn+’ - 1 that lies in (1,2). Thus, 
g,(r,) = 0. Note that for each rz, rn is a simple r-number as defined by 
Parry [16, 17). 
For completeness we give a definition of a simple z-number. Renyi [17] 
has proven that if r > 1, then every nonnegative number x has a r-expan- 
sion, 
x=EO(X)+E,(X)/Z+EZ(X)/T2+ . . . . 
where so(x) = [xl, E,(X)= [r(x)], s2 = [r (T(X))], etc. Here [x] 
denotes te integral part of x and (x ) the fractional part of the real number 
x. Those t with a finite r-expansion are called simple r-numbers by 
Parry [ 163. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let P= PLC. Then GP has exactly one strongly connected 
component H, with aHp- - H-dim(Vp). The characteristic polynomial cp of 
the matrix A,,p,B is given by 
P(Y) = Y3(k2 + kY - Y2)f 
where k = (e/2,)6. The spectral radius of A,, B is k( 1+ sqrt5)/2. Thus we 
have H-dim(?Zp) = In(r,)/ln(A,/e). Note that rl = (1 + sqrt(5))/2, the golden 
mean. The measure of %?p in its dimension is finite and positive. (See Fig. 4.) 
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FIG. 4. Directed graph for RLC. 
Remark 3.3. Example three contradicts a statement made by Metro- 
polis and Louck [ 11, p. 141. Their statement implies that 5CR, is countable. 
If wRL were countable, then H-dim(g,J would be zero. We also point out 
that (using Sarkovskii’s Theorem [6,20]) the map I&, has periodic 
points of all orders, not just of order 1,2, and 3 as stated by Metropolis 
and Louck. 
Lastly, we consider the case RL”C, n > 1. Set A,, = A,,.. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let n E N. Then. 
ff-dimWRLn) = (ln(r,)VMAJe)), 
and the measure of %ZRL” in its dimension is finite and positive. 
The remainder of Section 3 consists of a proof for Theorem 3.4. 
Remark 3.5. Note, using Definition 2.11, that V,,. is precisely the set 
{R, L}n+2. 
LEMMA 3.6. Fix n E N. The directed graph GRL,, has exactly two strongly 
connected components. The corresponding vertex sets are: 
(1) Lnf2, and 
(2) {R, L)n+2\{~“+2, L”+~R, RL~+‘} = v,. 
Moreover, the incidence matrix for the strongly connected component on V,, 
is primitive (clearly it is irreducible). 
Proof. Observe the following. 
(1) There does not exist an aE {R, L}n+2 so that (a, RL”+‘) E G,,. 
(since RL”+ ’ > RL”C). 
(2) The diagram shown in Fig. 5 occurs in G,,.. 
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LnK7 RLn+3 n+l L R 
FIG. 5. Partial GRL”. 
Using (1) and (2) we have that L”+’ is a strongly connected component 
and that L”+‘R, RL”+’ are not part of any strongly connected component. 
Next, fix LX, .-.cI,,+~ and /I1 -..Bn+2 in V,, not necessarily distinct. Set 
l<i<n+2 
i=n+3 
(n+3), n+4<i<2(n+2)+ 1. 
Then, 
r= (ri)f~:2)+1=a,...a,+2RB1...Bn+2. 
Notice that if aE V,,, then a has at most n adjacent L’s and a < RL”C. 
Thus, 
t3) ri”‘r(n+2)+i-l E V,, for 1 <i<n+4 and 
t4) ri”ar(n+2)+i--l <RL”C for 1 <i<n+4. 
Hence, there is a path in GRL” from czr.-.c~,+~ to pI...Bn+* in (n+3) 
steps. Thus the incidence matrix for the strongly connected component 
with vertex set V, is both irreducible and primitive. 
THEOREM 3.7. Fix n E N. Let A, be the incidence matrix.for the strongly 
connected component of GRL” with vertex set V,. Then p(A,), the spectral 
radius of A,,, is r,,. 
Remark 3.8. We will prove Theorem 3.7 by using the following fact 
(see [9, p. 521, number 23). 
If A is an n x n nonnegative primitive matrix, then 
lim Cap)] l/m = p(A) 
m-m 
for all i, j= 1, . . . . n. 
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DEFINITION 3.9. For each n E N define the sequence {u,, ,},“=0 as 
u n. P 
P--l 
c un.k, p>n+l. 
k=pp(n+l) 
LEMMA 3.10. Fix n E N. Let qp denote the number of paths from L”R2 to 
itself, within the strongly connected component with vertex set V,,, in p steps, 
pal. Then, 
qp= Oy 
i 
lQp<n+l 
u n,p~(n+l)2 pBn+2. 
Prooj Clearly qp=O for 1 <p<n+ 1 and qn+2= 1. Fixp>n+3. Let 
j be such that n + 2 < j f p. To say ( pi){=+,C’ + 2, represents a path from 
L”R2 to itself, within the strongly connected component with vertex set V,, 
of length j means 
(1) BI ...Bn+z=Bj+1 ...Bj+(n+2)=L”R*, 
(2) Pi4%+2,+i-I EVHfor l<i<j+l,and 
t3) Pi”‘B(n+Z)+i-1 <RL”Cfor l<i<j+l. 
For eachj, n+26j<p, set 
$= {a1 “‘OtjE {R, L}’ ( L”R2a1 “.aj 
represents a path from L”R2 to itself of length j}. 
For l<j<n+l set 3=@. 
Recall that p 2 n + 3 is fixed. For each j, p - (n + 1) < j < p - 1, set 
A$= {LP-‘-‘Ra,...aj 1 a, . ..ajE$}. 
Then, 
(4) 141= l$l, p-(n+ l)<j<p- 1, 
(5) 4:&k=@ ifp-(n+l)<j#k<p-1, 
(6) gp=Up--(n+L)Gjqp-- 4, and 
(7) &I =C;&n+ ,) 141. 
Lemma 3.10 follows from the above. 
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Remark 3.11. (1) Fix k E N. Suppose that 
lim (y,)“” = M, 
p-00 
where A4 and yP E R for all p. Then, 
(2) From (1) above, Remark 3.8, and Lemma 3.10, we have that 
p(A,) = lim (u~,,)“~. 
P-m 
(3) Hence, in order to prove Theorem 3.7, we need only find 
lim (u,,,)“~. 
P-m 
LEMMA 3.12. For each n EN, the generating function for { u,,~}~~~ is 
l/(l-z-z2- . . . -f+‘), 
Proof Fix n E N. Set 
Then, 
“L(z)= f %,pZP. 
p=O 
n+l 
Thus, 
fJz)= l/(1 -z- ... -z”+‘) 
as desired. 
Remark 3.13. Fix n E N. 
(1) The radius of convergence for f,(z) = CT= o u,, pzp is 
I/( lim sup(~,,,)“~). 
P-m 
(2) Set 
h,(z) = 1 - 1 zk. 
k=l 
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Then the radius of convergence for f,,(z) is 
min{ IzI IA,(z) = 0}, 
since the generating function for fH(z) is l/h,(z). 
(3) We have that g,(z)=l+z+ . . . +z”-z”+‘=O if and only if 
h,( l/h) = 0. 
(4) The companion matrix [S, 10, 211, L(-g,(x)), of -g,(x) (see 
Fig. 6) is the (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrix. 
(5) The characteristic polynomial of L( -g,(x)) is -g,,(x) [lo]. . 
(6) L( -g,(x)) has a real eigenvalue equal to the spectral radius of 
U-g,(x)) ClOl. 
(7) Remarks 5 and 6 imply that the spectral radius of 
U-g,(x)) = Tn. 
(8) Remark 7 implies that if 8 is a root of g,,(x), then If31 br,. 
(9) Remarks 2, 3, and 8 imply that the radius of convergence for 
f,,(--) is l/m. 
(10) We now have that p(A,,) = rnr i.e., Theorem 3.7. 
THEOREM 3.14. Fix no N. Let Avn.D be the (2”+3) x (2n+3) matrix 
corresponding to the strongly connected component of GRLD with vertex set 
V,. Then, 
PM c,, B) = (elARLn)B Tn. 
Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 3.7 and the definition of A V,, p. 
Remark 3.15. Set 
PO = W Ur,)/~n(e/~RL~). 
FIG. 6. Companion matrix of -g.(x) 
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Then, 
Hence, 
and thus Theorem 3.4 holds. Note that Theorem 2.4 and Lemma 3.6 imply 
that the measure of @ZRLn is finite and positive. 
We close with the following conjecture. 
Conjecture. Let P be an MSS sequence, and H,,(P) denote the nth 
harmonic of P (see [14]). Then, H-dim(@H& is 
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